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Glossary
ADS-B

Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast

AS

Airspace

ATMC

State Air Traffic Management Corporation of the Russian Federation

ATM

Air Traffic Management

AZANS

Azerbaijan Air Navigation Services Department of “Azerbaijan Hava Yollari” CJSC

BVLOS

Beyond visual line of sight

DAA

Detect and avoid

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

GBAS

Ground based augmentation system

GIS

Geoinformation system

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NOTAM

NOtice To AirMen

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

SRTM

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission

UAS

Unmanned aerial system

UAV

Unmanned aerial vehicle

UTM

Unmanned aircraft system Traffic Management

VLOS

Visual line of sight

ABR AirChannel
UTM
Ecosystem for unmanned aircrafts
• UAV traffic control approaches harmonized with

the standards of conventional manned aviation

and accounting for the modern unmanned aviation
trends, standards and recommendations

• Integration of unmanned aviation within a common

airspace based on the UTM system

• Precise positioning of UAVs on the basis of

global satellite positioning systems utilizing the
technologies of ground-based augmentation system
GBAS

• Ensuring two-way communication between UAVs

and monitoring and control centers, inter alia, in

conditions of unavailable mobile telecom networks

• UAV safe usage technologies beyond visual line-

of-sight opening new opportunities for utilization of
unmanned aviation in most sectors of economy
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New opportunities
for unmanned aircraft
operators
ABR AirChannel UTM takes the unmanned aviation
industry to a new level and offers new technologies
and opportunities to its operators.

For air traffic control authorities

For UAV manufacturers, owners,
operators and pilots

• Tools for registration and recording of UAVs, their

• Services for registration and recording of UAV, their

owners, operators, pilots and flight directors

owners, operators, pilots and flight directors

• Alignment of UAV traffic with automatically

• Services and standards for provision of air navigation

supported analysis of a planned air situation in terms

information, NOTAM and prospective air situation

of conflicts

data for the flight planning purposes

• Automated control of airspace usage by unmanned

• Visual automated flight planning and coordination

aviation, real-time air monitoring

means, radical reduction of coordination time

• Airspace buffering techniques for UAV utilization

• UAV precise positioning technologies

including in urban environment and space used by

• Technologies ensuring two-way communication

manned aviation

with an UAV for implementation of remote-control

• Capability to receive information on actual

functions by using mobile telecom networks and in

parameters of finished flights recorded by the means

their absence in the UAV location area

which are independent from UAV owners, operators

• Technology solutions for video-streaming in cellular

and pilots.

networks
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UAV usage in Russia
The potential volume of UAV market in Russia is more
than $1 bln. per year1
More than 20 thousand UAVs have been registered

According to the research conducted by Ernst &

since 2019 when Russia adopted a compulsory regis-

Young in May 2020, the global volume of investment

tration of UAVs with the weight from 250 g to 30 kg.

in civil UAS projects exceeded $4 bln. with US- and

For instance, in the US, this number is more than 1.7

China-based investment accounting for 75% of the

mln currently.

total volume. Russia’s share was only $104 mln. which
is indicative of poor development of this industry in
Russia.

Potential effect of UAV usage in the
Russian Federation, USD

Usage of UAVs in Russia is growing rapidly. Unmanned
aircrafts are widely used in such applications as air
photography for solution of geodesy and mapping
tasks, monitoring of buildings, facilities and oil pipeline

338 bln.

infrastructure. UAVs are increasingly used in forestry
and agriculture, geological exploration, construction
and search-and-rescue operations.

1 bln.
747 bln.

In visual line-of-sight
Beyond visual line-of-sight
1.

Ernst & Young. Unmanned aircraft market development. May 2020.

2.

Aviastat.ru Registration of civil unmanned aircrafts

3.

FAA. UAS by the Numbers.
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Main
challenges
The biggest UAV market potential is in operations beyond visual
line-of-sight (BVLOS)
Currently, large majority of UAV operations are

At the same time, such restrictions are not just

conducted in visual line-of-sight (VLOS) with

excessive bureaucratic formalism.

inevitable participation of a ground-based operator in
control which is not suitable for performance of key

Aviation authorities still have too many unanswered

tasks. However, the maximum UAV usage potential

questions.

(more than 60% of the market according to the

- How can AS be controlled when unmanned and

research by Ernst & Young) is in operations beyond
visual line-of-sight (BVLOS) when the operator can
be located at a distance of tens or even hundreds of
kilometers from the aircraft controlled. Unfortunately,
this market potential is currently constrained mainly
by legislative restrictions while technical solutions
for such operations have already been identified and
put into practice. In addition to the ban on BVLOS
operations, other aspects of unmanned aviation
usage are also restricted by laws.

manned aircrafts share it at the same time?
- How to avoid collisions?
- What is to be done to land an UAV urgently in case
of emergency?
However, aviation authorities will have to find
compromises and solutions coordinated with industry
players in order to safely integrate UAVs to the AS,
because it is impossible to ignore a rapid growth of
UAVs popularity and demand for them.

There are bans or excessive restrictions imposed
on flights:

The traditional ATM systems are focused on manned
aviation and are poorly adapted to control low

- during the night

altitude heavy traffic (up to 500 ft.) using mobile

- autonomous flights

networks and Internet. UTM system has been de-

- flights in populated areas

veloped to provide for a safe and reliable integration

- joint flights in common air space with other air

of UAV operations with the ATMC infrastructure.

traffic participants.

It is intended to supplement the existing air traffic
management tools and enable flight operations at
low altitudes including BVLOS.

BVLOS
VLOS

Operator

Search for
solutions

ABR AirChannel UTM includes Geomapping,
Meteorological Information Subsystem
and Air Navigation Information Subsystem

1

World largest developers of unmanned aircraft control
systems

Submitting a flight request to the system
specifying the start and end points, weight,
cargo, and departure time.
B2G B2B B2C → ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM

• NASA (USA), NASA-UTM
• European joint program SESAR, U-Space
• Airbus, Airbus UTM

2

• JAPAN UTM Consortium, JUTM

Flight computation, providing a flight plan
in the form of a telegram or an electronic plan
ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM → ATM AUTHORITIES

In Russia, efforts are currently undertaken to develop
a similar product; however, all current projects are on
standby, because of a number of drawbacks and failure

3

to understand the directions for future development.

Flight plan validation, departure
clearance
B2G B2B B2C → ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM

Therefore, ABR offers its own system ABR AirChannel
UTM which is fully adapted to the Russian market
and comprises a UTM platform for unmanned traffic
control aimed at the maximum automation of all

4

processes. Capable of integrating with the existing ATC

Informing the user on the plan validation
and flight start
ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM → B2G B2B B2C

system, ABR AirChannel UTM integrates operation
processes of all its participants thus providing a
maximum flight safety level. Communication and
positioning in the system are based on two standards:

5

4G LTE (prospectively 5G) and ADS-B 1090ES. Usage

Loading the flight assignment, execution
command, execution control
ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM → UAV

of high-speed cellular networks in unmanned aviation
is a promising solution today as there is the entire
necessary infrastructure already available (cell towers)
for use which means no investment in expensive

6

construction projects is required. On top of that, such

Informing on the start and end of flight,
deviations and emergency situations
ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM → ATM AUTHORITIES

networks are highly secured due to the latest data
encryption protocols used, are perfectly protected
against such problems as signal spoofing, replication
and suppression.

7

Abraham Technology offers differential application of

Order to suspend operations, interruption
of flight of an UAV or a group of UAVs
ATM AUTHORITIES → ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM

such systems depending on the risk level and particular
type UAV usage scenarios which provides an equal
non-discriminatory access of UAV operators to the AS
in compliance with the flight safety regulations and
applicable AS use limitations.

8

Command upon instruction by the ATM
(return or immediate landing of an UAV
or a group of UAVs)
ABR | AIRCHANNEL UTM → UAV

Agricultural sector

Oil and gas industry

Airports

Prompt response to problems, yield
enhancement and profit improvement
for companies

Receiving actual current information
on the conditions of infrastructure.
Reduction of accidents rate and
personnel health risks.

Ensuring full integration of unmanned
technologies to the air traffic control
systems, providing situational control
and air safety of airport areas.

Telecommunications

Construction

City air mobility

Automatic inspection of
telecommunication infrastructure.
Radio planning and testing visual linesof-sight. Reducing maintenance costs
and enhancing personnel safety.

Real-time control at all stages of
construction works. Improving process
efficiency and reducing risks to health
and environment.

Implementation of logistics solutions on
the basis of UAVs, air delivery of cargo,
passenger transportation in future.

Functionality
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The electronic registration system enables an

(UAV characteristics, 3D coordinates of the route

instant transfer of information on newly regis-

start, end and turning points, or coordinates of

tered UAVs to public authorities for the purpose

the flight area, departure time and calculated

of subsequent remote owner identification in

flight time) and with consideration of the air

case of violation of the applicable laws, operative

navigation and meteorological data, UAV usage

communication or detection of unregistered

limitations set, as well as risks calculated on the

UAVs in the AS. This function eliminates the

basis of the plan data of the air traffic control

possibility of unauthorized flights by unregis-

systems.

tered aircrafts. It also simplifies identification of
all registered and unregistered UAVs by law en-

The geofencing function, which generates vir-

forcement authorities. Such identification is also

tual airspace boundaries on the basis of geo-

necessary in case of accidents involving aircrafts

graphical coordinates, prevents an UAV from

for subsequent determination of responsible

leaving the dedicated area or, on the contrary,

parties. For instance, in case of property damage

from entering it.

or injuries caused to people or animals.
An UAV operator will be able to request a flight
For operators, the electronic registration process

clearance from ATM authorities upon inte-

through the user-friendly interface helps solve

gration of ABR AirChannel UTM with the ATM

the problem or archaic UAV registration with the

system. Following such a clearance, the opera-

Federal Air Transport Agency reducing it from

tor loads the flight plan and limitations to the

several days (or even weeks) to just a couple of

UAV control system and gives a plan execution

minutes.

command. Operator’s interference with the
execution of a flight assignment is generally

The flight planning system based on the artificial

not allowed; an operator also cannot change

intelligence elements is a key function of ABR

the geographical and time limits set to the UAV

AirChannel UTM. The system independently

flight controller.

calculates a flight plan executed in accordance
with the aircraft traffic information table, checks
it and submits to the air traffic control authorities on the basis of the information entered
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Control System
The limitation of role played by operator and human
presence in the control chain on the program level
helps reduce the human factor as UAVs operate
only within the limits set, which they cannot leave

demanding in terms of personnel. Thanks to the strict

algorithmically, instead of operating at the discretion

recording of departures by ATM authorities, there

of an operator. Aviation authorities, in their turn,

is a capability of rating the services provided by the

receive high-quality plan information, which is easy

system to UAV users and return on investment in its

to integrate with the existing systems; at the same

deployment and integration.

time, no additional checking of flight plans submitted
is required in terms of their compliance with the

Also, there is a provision for creating the patterns

limitations set and in terms of strategic conflicts

and areas permitted or recommended for UAVs of

with other UAVs and manned aircrafts, the flight

particular categories and irrespective of a category.

plans of which are available in the system; the role of

Such areas may be used for repeated flights and will

DAA systems is reduced in case of flights operated

be recommended for specific single-time operations

in the areas assigned only to UAVs (corridors, routes,

of UAVs. For instance, it is possible to agree flight

free flight areas); prerequisites are appearing for

corridors in control areas.

replacing the general purpose aviation and a part of
commercial aviation due to air operations performed
by unmanned aviation which is far more safe and less

Thanks to the strict recording of departures by ATM authorities,
there is a capability of rating the services provided by the system to UAV users and return on investment in its deployment
and integration.
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ne

Dro

Flight around territories along a path set

Safe take-off by a drone along virtual corridors
without intersecting the paths of aircrafts

Flight along the paths in a dedicated
limited airspace

Drones flying along safe corridors
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All AS users and law enforcement agencies will have a
function of online tracing of an UAV location including a
full package of information such as the model, registration number, owner, flight plan and cargo type. In critical
situations, ATM authorities may take over the control
of any UAV (upon the full integration with the system).
This involves, for instance, giving flight interruption

1
Registration
Simple and convenient registration with the
system on our website and in our
mobile app

commands, returning to the base, immediate landing or
direct control of an aircraft.
Monitoring of objects in ABR AirChannel UTM is based
on the combined usage of GNSS, ADS-B and highspeed 4G/5G mobile telecom networks. A local GBAS
subsystem is used to increase the GNSS navigation
accuracy. GPRS systems are better suited for drones
used at low and extremely low altitudes than ADS-B

2
Planning
Automatic route planning with
consideration of prohibited areas, weather
and NOTAM

utilized in civil manned aviation because, as opposed to
the latter, they do not require installation of expensive
equipment, use better protected communication channels and do not have limitations in terms of a number of
objects controlled.
Apart from that, ABR AirChannel UTM, with a help of a
number of partners services, provides accurate actual

3
Validation
Operative automatic flight validation
requiring no direct interaction with
ATM authorities

weather information along the entire UAV flight route
for the operator to take account of the changing conditions (for instance, wind speed and direction) and to
make prompt decisions in order to ensure the maximum
safety level. SRTM and own Lidar-type systems used
in geodesy and mapping are utilized to make digital
terrain models.
An important function of ABR AirChannel UTM is also

4
Flight
Automated or manually controlled flight with
real-time information exchange to ensure
the maximum safety level

its capability to collect UAV usage data and analyze
them promptly using powerful and efficient tools in the
form of an integrated GIS-platform for subsequent
decision making.

5
Statistics and analytics
Accumulation of flight statistical data and
ready solutions for analysis of information
received from UAVs

ABR AIRCHANNEL
Integrated solution
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In conclusion
The growing market of unmanned aviation sets new challenges
which cannot be ignored if Russia wants to keep up with the time
and promote the development of advanced technologies.
ABR AirChannel UTM system is ready to become one of the responds to such challenges.
Its introduction to the existing air traffic control system opens up
new opportunities for utilization of drones at low altitudes and
can help end operators focus on their key objectives without additional time and financial losses.
Thanks to the conveniency and ease of use offered to the end
user, ABR AirChannel UTM can make UAV flight regulation as simple as calling an elevator. All you need is just to specify the landing
and ground point and the flight path will be calculated automatically considering the traffic of all other UAVs.
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About us
Abraham Technology is a technological company comprising the professionals with
great experience in various fields including aviation, software development, business
administration and government policy.
United with our common goal, we create a global scale product in Russia – ABR
AirChannel UTM UAV control system which is to open up a number of new airspace
usage opportunities to the benefit of business, government and general public.

Russia

Azerbaijan

Turkey

Hong Kong

6 Presnenskaya Em-

Winter Park Plaza, 75

Tuzla Organized

King Palace Plaza, 55

bankment, bld. 2,

Rasul Rza Street,

Leather Industrial

King Yip Street, Kwun

Imperia Tower, Moscow

Baku AZ1014

Zone, plot R-8, Kadife

Tong, Kowloon, Hong.

Cad., Tuzla, Istanbul

Kong

istanbul@abraham.tech

hongkong@abraham.tech

City, Moscow 123317
moscow@abraham.tech

baku@abraham.tech

